Manipulating quantum interferences in laser dressed-helium by the
transferred momentum between the electron projectile and helium target
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Synopsis We present theoretical study of energetic electron-impact excitation of "six-level helium atom" embedded in a laser
field. During the scattering process, the combined interactions lead to a change in the kinetic energy and the angular distribution
of the scattered electron. The latter contains all information about the combined interactions. The analysis of the angular
distribution reveals the emergence of a peak profile. This is will be discussed in terms of quantum-path interferences in boundbound electronic transitions. Furthermore, the sensitivity of the phenomenon to the collision dynamics will also be discussed.

The scattering processes of electrons on atoms in
the presence of a laser field, also called laser-assisted
electron atom scattering, have long been recognized
as a useful tool to make evident the multiphoton signals [1, 2]. The characteristics that distinguishes this
class of elementary collision physics is the presence
of the laser photon, which plays a role of a Ťthird
bodyŤ, in addition to the electron projectile and target atom. The latter enables to control the atomic
and molecular dynamics and manipulate the reaction
rates by a suitable choice of laser parameters.
In this context, electronic transitions induced by a
laser field can lead to new effects, which may emerge
in the angular distribution of the scattered electron
[3, 4]. During the conference we shall present a study
of quantum-virtual path interferences produced in energetic electron-impact excitation of a helium atom
embedded in a low-frequency laser field. The process under investigation is dealt with a nonperturbative approach based on Born-Floquet method [5, 4].
Under the framework of this approach, the dressed
atomic states are first obtained via Floquet theory.
The incoming and scattered dressed-electron projectile are described using non-relativistic Volkov solutions; while their interactions with the target are
treated within the first Born approximation. Here, we
will show that the observed peak profile in the angular distribution of the scattered electron (cf. Fig. 1) is
a signature of quantum interference between different
virtual pathways that the excitation may follow in order to end up in a common final channel. These findings are supported by additional calculations based
on Kroll-Watson approximation and time-dependent
perturbation theory, in which no quantum interferences are accounted for. Furthermore, the possibility
of stimulating the peak profile by means of the trans1 E-mail:
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ferred momentum between the collision partners during the scattering process will also be addressed.

Figure 1. Angular distribution of the excitation of the
dressed-state 1s2s of the helium atom for one photon
emission (i.e., photon transferred between the colliding system and laser field) as a function of the transferred momentum K and the frequency ω of the laser
field. The polarization of the laser field is kept along the
momentum transfer. The peak intensity is fixed at 109
W/cm2 , the incoming electron energy is 100 eV, and the
scattering angle is varied from 0 to 180◦ .
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